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This was my first season as training Officer for the Warwickshire Society and, in all honesty, 

I am disappointed by the response of the membership to the training on offer. A total of 

eight meetings were organized, some much better attended than others. The plan was to offer 

a mixture of training and interest meetings. Young members, those trying for promotion and 

our dedicated team of Match Observers made up the majority of the attendees. Missing from 

many of the meetings where our core of senior referees who seem to think they do not need 

to develop their skills. 

Sessions were organised to teach two of the RFU’s CMOD’s (Match preparation and the 

scrum). Michael Patz (RFU Referee Development Manager) agreed to attend and then dropped 

out at very short notice after much pressure he agreed to ask a full-time colleague (Jamie 

Lehey) who tried his best to deliver someone else’s presentation. Excellent sessions were 

provided by member Harry Walbaum, coach Phil Lewllyn and referee Neil Chivers, member 

Nick Edwards entertained us with his experiences as fourth official at Wasps. 

To establish what members felt they needed I emailed (via Who’s the Ref) and was 

underwhelmed by the response. Again, the rump of senior referees was noticeable by their 

lack of interest. To increase the number of members who attend meetings I am proposing that 

next season we have only four bi-monthly meetings. At each meeting we will aim we will invite a 

speaker from the wider world of refereeing, rugby, and sport in general. 

Examination of games filmed, and reports will, hopefully, highlight any areas where members 

would benefit from training. Once these areas have been identified we will invite all members 

to sessions to develop the relevant skills. 

As always should anyone have any ideas on sessions, friend or colleagues who can present 

something of interest please let me know. 

 

Fred Farndon 

13th May 2018 


